In Figure S1 we show that the PBE-calculated [1] d-band center of the Pt skin on the near-surface alloys studied here linearly correlates with the number of valence electrons of the metals along the 3d, 4d and 5d series. It was previously shown that valence electrons correlate linearly with the d-band centers of various transition metals. [1, 2] Figure S1. D-band center of the Pt skin on the NSAs with respect to the d-band center of the top layer of Pt(111) as a function of the valence electrons of the subsurface metals. A nearly linear correlation between the d-band center and the valence electrons for various metals along the 3d (Co, Ni, Cu), 4d (Rh, Pd, Ag), and 5d (Ir, Pt, Au) series is observed, in line with previous reports. [1, 3] 
The error bars cover the standard deviation of the respective groups of functionals. The correlation between the number of valence electrons and the d-band centers of the Pt skins is provided in Figure S1 . The water adlayer shown in Figure S3 is the ice-like water adlayer structure found to be computationally stable in closed-packed metal surfaces. [4] [5] [6] This water adlayer of 2/3 ML coverage is adsorbed with one water molecule in parallel to the surface plane while the other water molecule adsorbs with one of its hydrogen atoms pointing towards the surface (H-down) or away from it (H-up). The energetic difference between these two configurations is small (~0.05 eV), as reported in the literature based on DFT adsorption energies. [4, 7] Our calculated free energies of adsorption of the water adlayer on Pt111 show a difference of 0.01 eV between the Hup and H-down configuration, being the H-down configuration more stable. 
